2.6 Student Performance and Learning Outcomes
Arts Faculty


B.A.



M.A. (Economics)



M.A. ( Hindi)

Commerce Faculty


B.Com



M.com



B.C.C.A.
ARTS

Programme Outcomes
Studying Arts and Humanities helps a student to develop power of analysis and
expression. The subject that students get to study under humanities stream is huge. Subjects like
Sociology , Political Science , Economics , Home economics , Hindi Literature open a wide
variety of career options ; it prepares for future jobs that require good communication skills ,
logical reasoning and analytical ability.
The arts programme is expected to result in the following student learning outcome :
 An ability to apply knowledge.
 An ability to participate and contribute in multidisciplinary work.
 A recognition of the need for and an ability to engage in life long learning
 An ability to use the learning skill in modern and recent years.
 The broad education necessary to understand the impact of arts in a global , economic,
environmental and social context.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
 Students will be able to communicate ans converse in English.

 Students will be able to apply knowledge of English in personality development and
profession.
 Students will be able to learn human values through relevant knowledge of political
science and sociology.

ENGLISH COURSE OUTCOME
 Students will become accomplished active readers.
 Writing skills – Students will be able to write effectively for a variety of professional and
social settings . They will develop an awareness of and confidence in their own voice.
 Students will develop an appreciation of how the formal elements of language and genre
shape meaning.
 Students will gain knowledge of the major traditions of life written in English.
 Students will demonstrate the skill needed to participate in a conversion.
 Students will be able to prepare and deliver oral presentation.

POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSE OUTCOME
 Students will be able to access the effect of various social and political structures.
 Students will be understand the relevance of equality , justice, freedom and other values.
 Students will be able to use their knowledge effectively in political and social life.
 Students will gain knowledge of basic political concept and system in India.
 Students will be able to understand to distinguish the tradition and discipline.
 Students will be get the knowledge about humanity , injustice, discrimination and
oppression.
 Student will learn to participate as a civically engage member of the society.
 Student will demonstrate knowledge of key thinkers.
 Students will become familiar with number of political issues.
 It enable the students to understand the role of central , state and local government.

 It enhances oral and written communication.

SOCIALOGY COURSE OUTCOMES
 Students will be able to identify and explain major theories and apply them to everyday
life.
 Student will be proficient in oral and written communication skill appropriate to the
discipline.
 Students will be able to practice sociology as educated and civically engages person.
 Students will be able to think sociologically about the relationship between social
structure , interaction, identities and inequalities.
 Students will be able to
 Students will be able to understand current social issues and social problems in their
cultural , historical , and social political contents.
 Students will be able to select sub field of sociology for future career options.
 After completing three years course in sociology students have the option to go for PG in
sociology and choose to have career as teachers or social workers.

ECONOMICS COURSE OUTCOMES
 Develop the ability to explain economic terms and concepts.
 Students will be able to know the function of market and prices.
 To make the students familiar with development in world economy.
 Students will be able to describe banking and monetary system.
 Students will understand the role of money.
 Students will know about the purchasing power.
 Students will be able to opts for various career in public as well as private sectors such as
in Government there are jobs in Banks and in Private Sector There are jobs in BPOs ,
Academics , Newspapers and Journalism.

MUSIC COURSE OUTCOMES
 Prepares students for a wide range of career option in music.
 Students can demonstrate the understanding of styles and structures of music and can
apply in their performances.
 Students can learn the skill to compose music
 Students can develop themselves as a Musician.
 Students can understand musical forms, processes , rags , symphony and bring
knowledge about music.
 Students will understand the element of music such as rhythm , melody , harmony etc.
 After three year course in music , the students can pursue further studies in music , They
can opt for vocal and instrumental artist or playback singer or in the field of academics.

MA ECONOMICS PROGRAMME OUTCOMES
 The students will gain knowledge about the latest development in the principles of
economic theory.
 To enable students to analyze economic problems.
 To equip students with tools for applied economic research.
 To demonstrate first hand experience of how professional economic functions in various
government , semi government and corporate organisations.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
 The knowledge of consumer behavior enables the students in taking rational decisions.
 The course provides the base to the students in applying concepts and methods of
microeconomic in the practical field.
 Demonstrate an understanding of macroeconomics and the ability to form opinion about
macroeconomics.

MA ECONOMICS COURSE OUTCOMES

 Understanding the key concept theories.
 Exposure to current perspectives and issues in major areas of the world economy.
 Relevance of application of economic theories to contemporary economic issues.
 The students will be able to develop the skill for converting technical information into
economic.
 The students acquires skills in allocating scarce resources in alternative uses.
 The students get equipped with knowledge for making decisions effective.
 The students understands the importance of time available and management.
 The course intends to provide a good understanding and a base to the studens in applying
the concept in the practical field.
 The students get equipped with the degree to pursue career in economics in future in
government , non government and corporate sectors national and international
organization, industry , education , public administration.

M.COM PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
 To create for the students an avenue for employment in the field of management.
 Toprovide basic understanding about management education to the student.
 To prepare students to know newly created opportunities in accounting.
 To give adequate exposure by using modern technology amongst the student in the field
of banking.

COURSE OUTCOMES M.COM
 Opens up innumerable career options and opportunities.
 Program also prepares one to become an entrepreneur.

 A student has the advantage of entering a career in academics , research , other
professional areas of commerce.

M.COM PROGRAM OUTCOMES
 To enable student to acquire theoretical as well as practical inputs.
 Acquire strong subject matter expertise in finance and marketing.
 Develop advanced research capabilities for academic and research focused careers.
 Enable students to cope up with challenges at national and global levels.

2.6.2 Attainment of program outcomes, program specific outcomes and course outcomes are
evaluated by the institution
Response:


Evaluation mechanism in the college is well planned and it consist external & evaluation
Internalevaluation.



Home assignments for all subject are mandatory. Yearly four assignments are compulsory.



First term examination is conducted in first session. 50% of the course content is covered in
thisexamination.



Second term examination is conducted in the second session where 100% course content iscovered.
Examination pattern and evaluation is same as previous.



In practical subjects Home Economic, FD, Music assessment of project work, practical work isdone.
Internal marks are given for the practical related work



In commerce faculty viva voce exists. Faculty members conduct viva and assess the students unittests
are conducted by the faculty members after completing each unit. The question set consist ofshort and
brief questions.



The performance in unit tests, term examinations, project files, home assignments is discussed
andmeasures are taken to by the faculty to improve upon performances through extra coaching
andounseling. At external level the evaluation is done by the university, both of semester and
annualpattern. The examination committee of the college after the declaration of university
results,analyses results (class wise/ subject wise) and submits the same to Principal / Management

forfurther action.


Owing to the dedicated efforts of the faculty, internal assessment mechanism the institute has
beenconsistently coming with good results and university ranks. During the year 2012-13 our
studentstood 4th Merit in Hindi and won gold medal, in the year 2013 our student won gold medal in
MAEconomics. In 2015 our student stood 4th Merit in MA Hindi and our BCCA student stood 9 thMerit.



Thus our students have brought laurels by winning university gold medals and prizes for
theiroutstanding performances. The results of all the faculty of our institution our commendable.During
the last five years the average results of Arts faculty in the subject Hindi literature, HomeEconomics,
Sociology, Music, Fashion Designing was above 90%. We have also delivered averageresults in FA
above 70%, BF 90% in commerce faculty. In BCCA the average results in MS was94%, IT 100% and
SPPM %. In post graduate section of our institution in 2015-16, 2016-17 100%result was in MA Hindi
while in the year 2012-13 MCOM result was 90%.



The institute regularly sets the benchmark for results and measures are taken for furtherimprovement.



During the last five years from 2012-17 13 students arre working in schools as teachers, 04 havebeen
recruited in Police Force, 04 in Banks, 06 are working in CA firms, 02 run Beauty Parlors, 05are in
service in IT fiels, 04 in Accounting firms and 25 others are working in various other areas.In 2012 1
student cleared NET exam in Econimics and in 2016 one student cleared SET exam inHindi. Ineach of
the following years 2012-13, 2013-14 2014-15 and 2015-64 one student wasawarded PhD.

